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Desicriptim
Ths change provides an option for replacing the explicit temperature below which the LTOP beorbe
with a refrreoc to the temperature as specified in the P IR The temperatur is deteminod in agrecn wh
NRC Brasch Te icalPosit 5-2, and do nted in the PTLR he temper defi]es the LCO 3.4.12, LTOP, h
Applicability in-MODE 4. This temperature is a plant specific requirement based on the react vessel material -'

i and is periodically revised and atusted as equid. Referring to the IR for ther crrt va is. .
consistent with the relocation of tih limits TS to the PILR No tenical change is made in the.
relocation.

Justiflcation
Thespecific value frthe limi1t RCS cold leg t m re, below whithe reactorvssd may suffr dm fm a
cold overpresure cvent, is rekW vessel plant speific and varies with vessel fuence. Use of a specific value, which
wiMrqu priodicamodmeatis tonstewiththePTRphiosophy Refeec tot t Rfor other plant. .U..-,
specific tmprat (e.g, LCO 3.4.3, with the PTR rfrene is u isacceptab, and reultsin uidmp ing the.
revision pros when the temperature value changes with reactor fluence. Periodic updates to the vessel limiting
tare an be ded without going through the license amendment poe Tme methodology used to. '
dtermine the limiti te ature is cotroe by TS andrqi NRC apprval for change -
Relocating this value to the PTLR is consistent with the Westinghouse PTR methodology Topical Report, whih is theh
ony aVoved PTLR Topical Report.
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Pressurizer 'Safety

BASES .

LCO The limit protected by thls Specificatioit h eactor"
(continued) coolant pressure boundary '(RCPB). SL- 'f.llO. of desfgn"

pressure. Inoperability of one or orie-Valie'i todld' su
in exceeding the SL if .'transient were"to'occur.'>: §
consequences'of exceeding the ASME pressure'limit could....
include damage to one or more RCS compoinents,"incireised' ?.. "'
leakage, or additional stress analysis being required pi xt'-
to resumption of reactor operation. .

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and portions of MODE 4 above the 'LTOP .;
arming temperature, OPERABILITY of (three] valves is i .
required because the combined capacity is required to keep.
reactor coolant pressure below 110% of its design value
during certain accidents. NODE 3 and portions of MODE 4 are
conservatively jncluded, although the listed accidents may
not require the safety valves for protection.

I The LCO is not applicable ilnMOE 4'when All RCS coldleg
temperatures -arF 5 L2.75a'r in-HODE 5 because lTOP Is'
provided. Overpressure protection fis not required .in NODE-6:
with reactor vessel head detensioned.''-

- .. _J '. EL'"~'. .; .

The Note allows entry into NODES 3 and 4 with the lift. '
settings outside the LCO limits.' This-permits testing'and
examination of the safety valves at high pressure and
temperature near their normal operating range, but only'
after the valves have .had a preliminary cold setting. The
cold setting gives assurance that the valves are OPERABLE
near their design condition. Only one valve at a time will
be removed from service for testing. The [54] hour
exception Is based on 18 hour outage time for each of the
[three] valves. The 18 hour period is derived from
operating experience that hot testing can be performed in.
this tineframe.

ACTIONS Ad

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration
must take place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of
15 minutes reflects the importance of maintaining the RCS'
Overpressure Protection System. An inoperable safety valve

(continued)
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DESERTS X

(A) Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) arming temperature specified int

(B) LTOP arming temperature specified in the PTLR %'-, ji .,

z (C) . and the LTOP arming temperature
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1.1 Definitions

W.i

.o*-

*1

I

PHY(

PRES

REPO

SICS TESTS a. Described in Chapter [14, Initial est
:ontinued) Progra] of the FSAR;

b. Authorized under the provisions of A
10 CFR 50.59; or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory ;,--,
Commisslon.

MSMRE AND The PTLR is the unit specific document that
'ERATURE LIMITS -provides the reactor vessel pressure and. .
IRT.(PTLR) . .temperature limits, including heatup and cooldown .'.................. .0

for the current reactor vessel fluence .- .
'- eriod. These pressure and temperature limits

shall be determined for each fluence period in,
accordance with Specification 5.6.6. ' Plant
operation wit in these -6eritinig.11Its..is ,_ ,

C addressed in.4.CO 3.4.3, 'RCS Pressure and ,:: .....f
Teiperatdre (P/T) kiiits, and LCO 3A4.12, FLo!J
Temperature Overpressure Protcic n ̂(LTOP)' .--. ,-'. 8
System.w -. . . -JwbwsSDaO'$',$-

'RANT POWER TILT QPTR shall be the.ratio ofethe upper ,r
0 (QPTR) . excore detector calibrated output to the. average.'S; .--'.S;

of the upper excore detector catibrited:outputs, - : :-:
or- the ratio of the maximum lower~exore detector
calibrated output to the average of the lower
excore-detector calibrated outputs, whichever is
greater.

QUAD
RATI

RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP)

REACTOR TRIP
SYSTEM (RTS) RESPONSE
TIME H

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

RTP shall be a total reactor core heat transfer
rate to the reactor-coolant of [2893] Mit.

The RTS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its .RTS.
.trip setpoint at the channel sensor until loss of
stationary.gripper coil voltage. . The response
time may be measured by means of any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that
the entire response time Is measured.

SDM shall be the instantaneous amount of
reactivity by which the reactor is subcritical or
would be subcritical from its present condition
assuming:

(continued)
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3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4'.6 RCS Loops-

LCO 3.4.6

-MODE.4 ' .

Two-loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops and
residual heat removal (RHR)'loops shall be OPERABLE and
loop'shall be in operation. .-.. *'**

----------- ----- uI -- - ------
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs).and RHR pumps mpnayt be!

de-energized for s 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:4 .

a. No operations are permitted that would cause'
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and"

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least .10
below saturation temperature;'

2. No RCP shallbb e staj ith any RCS cold leg'
I .temperature S (27 nless the secondary side water

-teiperiture of ilch steam generator .(SG) Is S (50OJF..4, S
'above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures. ,-.

-- ---------------- - -
.. _ __V. 1 '

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

* *. ..

* �
��V'V�'\,

* �-*. -4.,

,'ACTIONS

CONDITION . REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One-required RCS loop A.1 Initiate action to Inaediately
inoperable. restore a second loop

to OPERABLE status.
M

Two RHR loops
inoperable.

*(continued)
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.3.4 REACTOR COO1

3.4.7' RCS Loops.

LCO 3.4.7X

RCS Loops-MODE 5. Loops FileFil
3.4..7 ,

LANT SYSTEM (RCS) T EJIc

-MODE 5, Loops Filled

One residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation, and either: .

a. One additional RHR loop shall be.OPERABLE; or

b. The secondary side water level of at least [two] steam
generators (SGs) shall be 2 [17]%.

------------------------------NOTES ------------------------
1. The RHR pump of the loop in operation may be. .

de-energized for S 1 hour per 8 hour period provided:".".

a. No operations are permitted that would cause
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

b. Core outlet.temperature is maintained at least 10F
below saturation temperature. iT

2. One required RHR loop may be inoperable for up to .X
2.'hours for surveillance testing-provided that theprodht '
RHR loop ;- OPERABLE and in operati

3. No reactor aolant pump shall be';s'tar'¢ed ltiu- :
more RCS cold leg temperatures's :275k SW tiniess the
secondary side water temperature of eaci SG is s [50OPF
above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

4. All RHR loops may be removed from operation during .
planned heatup to NODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is
in operation.

---------------------------------------------------------- _

APPLICABILITY: NODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

WOG STS 3.4-14 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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W, * ~Pres'surizer-Sa eti

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) ., -FS
3.4.10 '.Pressuri

LCO 3.4.10

APPLICABILITY:

.ACTIONS

izer Safety Valves 'o.I

[Three] pressurizer safety valves shall be OPERMABLE wwith.7'.
lift settings ;_)[2460) psig and :5 [251'0] psig..,,< '

MOD0ES 1, 2', and 3, .i
MODE 4 with all RCS cold leg temperatures >,pg75^sirz.,,

---------------------------- NOTE----------------- --------- ;<",
,The lift settings are not required to be within the LCO -...
limits during MODES 3 and 4 for the purpose of setting the;'''
pressurizer safety valves' under ambient (hot) conditions. .9
This exception is allowed for [54] hours following entry '
Into MODE 3 provided a-preliminary cold setting was made
prior to heatup.'' . I

________________.

. . t'.r;

-- - - -.' ' " " 'A *

, i 4';

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TI I .
1: . *-. -1- * 1 , I.

A. One pressurizer safety A.1 Restore valve to 15 minutes-
valve inoperable. OPRBEstatus.

B.' Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

RR

.Two or more
pressurizer safety
valves inoperable.

B. I Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4 with any
RCS cold leg
temperatures

6 hours

12 hours8.2

" __

VOG STS 3.4-21 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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3.4 REACTOF

3.4.12 Low

LCO 3.4.12

Z COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) . -,-.,

Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) :Systtm

An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with amaximum of
[high pressure injection (HPI)] pump (and one charging Urn
capable of injecting into the RCS and the 'accumulators.
isolated and-either a or b below. ' ' 'f-.

* ' .. 4 N .. 4.

a. Two RCS relief valves, as follows:

1. Two power operated relief valves (PORVs) with ift.
settings within the limits specified in the PTLR 4- :4
or .-

[2. Two residual heat removal (RHR) suction relief .:£
valves with setpoints 2 [436.5] psig and
s 1463.5] psigi or]

[3. One PORV with a lift setting within the limits,. -
specified in the PTLR and one RHR suction relief ,
valve with a setpoint 2 [436.5] psig and .
s [463.5] psig]. . .

b. The RCS depressurized and an RCS vent of
inches. -

APPLICABILITY: MODE
NODE
MODE

4 when all RCS cold leg temperature is S
5,
6 when the reactor. vessel head is on.

--- NOTE --------------------- -----
Accumulator isolation is only required when accumulator
pressure is greater than or equal to the maximum RCS
pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature allowed
by the P/T limit curves provided in the PTLR.
-____------------------________-__________-_____________

* i. .

. t...

. ...
... . ..

WOG STS 3.4-27 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
. .

SURVEILLANCE ii-.

. _ . .

S 3.4.12.4 Verify RHR suction valve is
required RHR suction relief

open for each '
valve. :- "

. 't.'.

4.
-?
;¢',.

SR 3.4.12.5 -__-----------NOTE-
Only'required to be performed when
complying with LCO 3.4.12.b.
___________________________________________

Verify RCS vent 2-
open.

12.07] square inches

* :;, . ..w;

, , .'-. .' . ;;

* . ,: -;--F

12 ho urs
unlocked open'
vent valve(s) '

31 days for :-'
locked. open
v'ent}vlvei(s)

! .i|., i .

.9-

SR 3.4.12.6 YVerify PORV block valve is 'open
required PORV.

for each 72 h6urs
I , 1 - -,- :

SR 3.4J12.7 Verify associated RHR suction isolation. 31 days
valve is locked open with operator power
removed for each required RHR suction I
rel1,ef valve._

SR 3.4.12.8 --------------- NOTE--------------------
Not required to be met until 12 hours after
decreasi RCS.cold leg temperature to
S;J275 .

Ir on each required PORV, 31-days
excluding actuation..

t...-.

:..i .w,

.. ... ..

tcontinueu)
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3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECC

3.5 .2 ECCS-Operating

;-, .- g . ,. 7..'

:5) & v 4 ,

e OPERABLE. -

-S.n

LCO 3.5.2 Two ECCS trains shill b

: .

APPLICABILITY: mwVit i n
I.

'-U.

I
i : r I %t % %

.. . :N

.1. I .
; .. . iN .. ..

. . , I . t.

ii. :
O" 10'. IV;frilpa. . 1� -

.I A#1AW P

I
I .

------------------------- NOTES---- --- -
1. In MODE 3,.both.safety injection.(SI) pump flo :

paths may be .solated-by-clos-ing-th-e1solation
valves-for up to 2 hours to perform pressure
isolation valve testing per SR AL4.I4. :. . .

2. OperikY jAn MOOE 3 tb EC 3ksJ c.1.red :
i __5noperabl t we*; d LCO 3.4.12, *Low Tesperature
verpressure Protect on (LTOP) Systeff,". 4bitzbdn_.

for up to 4 hours or until t temperature of all
RCS cold legs exceeds $75 whichever comes.;
first.-- ...-

_________--------= ,-. = ---., I

IACTIONS
.;. '., .,: .-- � '. -. � , - Z- .1 ., . . It 14-11'_�,�_ - -:. -..- ., , - .., - . �,-t V . , , ., .

: ... .. b. '!' .

-I

� '4�CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION -.; COKIPLET.IOffN .I-TtkE1
~~j. . . . ,..a * s..!' >s.}'S- ^^

A. One or more trains A.1 Restore train(s) to 72 hours
inoperable. OPERABLE status.,

At least 100% of the
ECCS flow equivalent
to a single OPERABLE
ECCS train available.

,B. Required Action and. B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not net.

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

.. i

WOG STS 3.5-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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, . . . . . . _w . . .; . :.

I � * .* .- *. *. . .�.j.'.*-

* j..(

LCO
* (continued)

loops and RHR loops. Any.. one 1obp jn perato Provdes.
enough flow to remove the decay heat'- I rom-h'. ,oe_.'4'
forced circulation. Auirdt
OPERABLE to provide redundancy for. heat removal..

Note 1 permits all RCPs or RHR pumps to be de-enirgie
S 1 hour per 8 hour period. The purpose of the Note 1s;to
permit tests that are designed to validate various accident
analyses values.- One of the tests performed during the .*- - .S

startup testing program is the validation of rod drop times.. ..
during cold conditions, both with and without flow. .'The no
flow test may be performed in ODE 3, 4, or S and requires.'-.
that the pumps be stopped for a short. period of. tie.' .a..The'
Note permits the de-energizing of the pumps in order to :
perform this test and validate the assumed analysis values;,. -
If changes are made to the RCS that would cause . chanjge' to ?

the flow~characterlstics of the RCS, the input values must
be reva idated by conducting the test again.: The ilhour
time period is adequate to perform the test, and operating
experience has shown that bbron stratification is not a'
problem during this short period withKno forced flow.

Utilization of Note 1 is periftfed provided tho. .r
conditions are met along with any other conditions imposed.
by initial startup test procedures:

a. No operations are permitted that would dilute the:RCS
boron concentration, therefore maintaining the margin
to criticality. Boron reduction is prohibited because
a uniform concentration distribution throughout the .
RCS cannot be ensured when in natural circulation; and'

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained
below saturation temperature, so that
may.form and possibly cause a natural
obstruction.

at least IOsF.
no vapor.bubble
circulation flow

. ..; ..

Note 2 requires that the secondary side water temperature of
each 56 be S I501-F above each of thoRCS cold leg
-teperawures 6etare-r nttart of an RCP with any RCS cold
leg tempetature, kg75? This restraint is to prevent a low

{ I temperature-overpressure event due to a thermal transient
when an RCP is" started,

An OPERABLE RCS loop.comprises
OPERABLE SG in accordance with

an OPERABLE RCP and an
the Steam Generator Tube

(continued)
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';. LCO .
,'>; (continued)

.:J

. . .

- Ov-

. .

a. No operations are permitted ttaVwuI dilI
boron concentration, .therehforeraiintiin'1ng'thi'ematgjj
to criticality.'Boron ra7ui6~n;s prohibited be~ ai.
a uniform concentration dtst'rJb'Ut10nthr-oUghiut.Afi
RCS cannot be ensured when`:;-t.!6atur1 ctrculationi'nd

b. Core outlet temperature Is'maintained at~least;1Ot-
below saturation temperature,;so that no'vaporbubbl
may form and possibly cause a'natural cir'culatlonfi 6i
obstruction. ''

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a per.iodof.,
up to 2.hours, provided that the other'RHR loop is.OPERABLE .
and in operation. This permits periodic surveillaince.teits
to be performed on the Inoperable loop during the only t.ie <
when such testing is safe and possible.

Note 3 requires that the secondary side water temperature of -'

each SG be S (50] F above. each of the RCS cold leg
temperatures before the start of a reactor coolnt puMp :
(RCP) with an RCS cold leg temperature %427 :.This.
restriction is to prevent a low.temperature1 verpressure ; -,
event due to a therial transientiwheani.;R

Note 4 provides for an orderly transition
NODE 4 during a planned heatup.by pervitting're~ i l'vof.RHR i >t-
loops from operation when it le'ist onieRCS loop is'in 7*.
operation. This Note provides for the transition tow'ODE 4
here an RCS loop is permitted to be in operation and
replaces the RCS circulation function provided by the RHR
loops.

RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered'
and are able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG
can perform as a heat sink when it has an adequate water
level and is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam Generator
Tube Surveillance Program.

APPLICABILITY In NODE 5 with RCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced
circulation of the reactor coolant to remove decay heat-from
the core and to provide proper boron mixing. One loop of
RHR provides sufficient circulation for thse' purposes.
However, one additional RHR loop Is required to be OPERABLE,

(continued)
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B 3.4 REACTOR CD

B 3.4.10 Pressur

BASES

. ,

KLANT

izer S

SYSTEM (RCS)

afety Valves .-. :

� ;C�� -"., Z�,- -,IL ?,:,� .,- , , ..

.. .4Z. - -, -- -
- : ,r.. t .

.. 1 .

, - BACI

7.:.

KGROUND The pressurizer safety valves provide, in conjuni i
the Reactor Protection System, overpressure protectib`f;hKr
the RCS. The pressurizer safety valves are totally enclosed
pop type, spring loaded, self actuated valves with
ackpressure compensation. The safety valves are desigrWdC<

to prevent the system pressure from exceeding the system`;. '
Safety Limit (SL), [2735]'psig, which is 110% of-thedesign'
pressure. . 5'

Because the safety valves are totally enclosed and self
actuating, they are considered independent components. .-The -
relief capacity for each valve, 1380,0001 lb/hr,.is basei on
postulated overpressure transient conditions resulting fro'
a complete loss of steam flow to the turbine. This event
results in the maximum surge rate .intothe pressurizerii ..
Which specifies the.insimum relief .c'ipacity forithi',ife-tyi"-
valves. The discharge 'flow -'froi-tl;.'prcssu'r'1ier.<',- t
valves is directed to'the pressurier relleftank kSTh1
discharge flow is 'indicated by an in'crease: In teeratueI
do"nstreau of the pressurizer safety'.v'alves Vr'.ncie'i' n
the pressurizer relief tank'tewerature" or level. '-

ere -pre rotection is required InNODES 1, 2, 3, 4, '
.taw v t -1n 4, with one or more RC cold leg''

qKLb teperftures S14275 and MODE 5 and NODE 6 with the
reactor vesserbea on, overpressure protection is provided
by operating procedures and by meting the requirements of
LCO 3.4.12, OLow TeWperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP)
System..

The upper and lower pressure limits are based on the t IX.
tolerance requirement (Ref. 1) for lifting pressures above
1000 psig. The lift setting is for'th. ambient conditions
associated with NODES 1, 2, and 3. This requires either
that the valves be set hot or that a correlation between hot
and cold settings be established.

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the pr1iary
success path and mitigate the effects of postulated
accidents. OPERABILITY of the safety valves ensures that.
the RCS pressure will be limited to 110% of design pressure.

(continued)
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coincident with an.RCS overpressure event could challenge '''4
the integrity of the pressure boundary. -.

B.1 and B.2

'If the Required Action of A.V'cannot be met within the
required Completion Time or if two or more pressurizer .. . .

.safety valves are inoperable, the plant laust be brought to a
.NODE in which the requirement does not apply. To achieve
this status, the plant mUst be brought to at least MODE 3 .'-.--' 7
within 6 hours and to MODE 4 with any RCS cold leg
temperaturesi'r[275 within 12 hours. The allowed'
Completion Times are sonable, based on operating.9
P/ rID ietnceo ch e required plant conditions from full

ditions rderl manner and without
c I engi n-g-panT, systees.. any RCS cold leg;
te peratures at or.bolowit275 0 overpressure protection is.
provided by the LTOP. System. e change from NODE 1,. 2,
or 3 to MODE 4 reduces the RCS energy .4core power and.
pressure), lowers the potential for large pressurizer' . .

insurges, and thereby removes the need for ovcrpressure
protection by [three] pressurizer safety valves.

SURVEILANCE
REQUIRENENTS

SR 3.410.1 .

SRs are specified in'the Inservice Testing Program.
Pressurizer safety valves.are to be tested in accordance
with the requirements of Section XI of the ASHE Code.
(Ref. 4), which provides the activities and.Frequencies
necessary to satisfy the SRs. No additional requirements
are specified.

The pressurizer safety valve setpoint is i [3]X for.
OPERABILITY; however, the valves are reset to i 1% during
the Surveillance to allow for drift.

.! .

REFERENCES' 1. ASHE, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III.

2. FSAR, Chapter [15].

(continued)
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BACKGROUND RC5 V ent Reauirements '(continued)

position, or similarly establishing' avent'by api
vent valve. The vent path(s) must be ibove:the.
reactor coolant,'so as not to drain the RCS wheui-

.

APPI
SAFI

LICABLE Safety analyses (Ref. 4) demonstrate that the re es
ETY ANALYSES is adequately protected against exceeding the Reference I.

I nnv1tatS._ Io --s Ano 3, inMOOE 4 with RCS
old leg-temperature preiessur.n1 the pressurizer -

fety valves will prevent RCS pres ure from exceeding'the:
Reference I limits. Atfil6bifiu 2753^Gn d below, "Z ; - V

6) 1 > D overpressure prevention falls to two OPERABLE RCS r'el _

/valves or to adepressurized RCS and a sufficient sitied RCS'
vent. Each of these means has a limited overpressure relief-
.capability..;. ..

The actual temperature at which the pressure in thei"PJT.
limit curve falls below the pressurizer safety valve js,-;.
setpoint increases as the reactor.vessel materil toughness
decreases due to neutron embrittleentt2Ech-t e PTLR '
curves are revised, the LTOP System must be re-evaluated to *.2,. >
ensure:lts functional requirements can .still be"'etiiung'

* the RCSreltef valve method or the depressurizeda;iM14vinted
RCS condition.

The PTLR.cantains the acceptance limits that define the LTOP ;
requirements -.. Any change to the RCS must be evaluated
against the Reference 4 analyses to determine the .impact of .:
the changi:on-the LTOP acceptance limits. -.

Transients.that are capable of overpressurizing the RCS are
categorized as either mass or heat.input transients,
examples of which follow:

Mass Inout Tvoe Transients

I-

a. Inadvertent safety injection; or

b. Charging/letdown flow mismatch.

(continued)
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Heat Input Tvoe Transients' (continua

Fracture mechanics analyses stablished'the-te` peiature'6fs.$c'>t
LTOP Applicability at [275J *.

The consequences of a smuiT break loss o H ccident .
(LOCA) in LTOP MODE 4 conform to 10 CFR 50.46.and 10oCfR.50,
Appendix K (Refs. 5 and 6), requirements by having amaxium-
of [one] [HPI] pump land one charging pump] OPERABLE and SI
actuation enabled.

PORY Petformance

The fracture mechanics analyses show that the vessel is -
nrntectad when the POfVs are set tn annar at or hblnw the
limit shown in the PTLR. The setpoints are derived by
analyses that model the performance of the LTOP System,,
assuming the liniting{LTOP transient of [one] EHPI] pump
[and one charging pump] injecting into the RCS.. These'..
analyses consider pressure overshoot and undershoot beyond
the tPORV opening and closing,;resultinge from signal .'.I?
processing and valve stroke times. The P'ORVYsetpolntsitor : i:;f.
below the derived litit ensures the Reference 1 P/T limits -sj::
will be met.

The PORV setpoints in the PTLR will be updated when the
revised P/T 1imits conflict with the LTOP analysis limits.
The P/T limits are periodically modified as the reactor
vessel material toughness decreases due to neutron
eabrittlement caused by neutron irradiation. Revised limits
are determined using neutron fluence projections and the
results of examinations of the reactor vessel material
irradiation surveillance specimens. The Bases.for
LCO 3.4.3, RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits,.
discuss these examinations.

The PORVs are considered active components.
failure of one PORY is assumed to represent
single active failure.

Thus, the
the worst case,

(continued)
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LCO
.(continued)

3. One OPERABLE PORV and one OPERABLE RHR suctiol
, relief valve; or ;

b. A depressurized RCS and an RCS vent.!

An RCS vent is OPERABLE when open with an area of S a
2 [2.07] square inches. -

Each of these methods of overpressure prevention -is ca~p
of mitigating the limiting LTOP transient.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MOOE 4 when any .RCS cold leg -,

temperitureAls7 1i275,r 'in MODE 5, and in MODE 6 when the
reactor vessel head is o The pressurizer safety valves ̀ -
proviee ovarpressure tion that meets the Reference 1 I
P/IT limits above [275J a1 Je Ihen the reactor vessel head is il
off, overpressurization cannot occur.

LCO 3.4.3 provides the operational P/T limits for al MODES.
LCO 3.4.10, wPressurizer Safety Valves, requir s the
OPERABILITY of the pressurizer safety valves that provide ;.p

overpressureDprotection during MODES I, 2, and 3, ind M0DE kXf
[bv 2?75 t' 2 .c> -.

Low temperature overpressure prevention 'simost critical
during shutdown when the RCS is water solid, and a mass or
heat input transient can cause a very rapid increase in RCS
pressure when little.or no time allows operator action.to
mitigate the event.

The Applicability is modified by a Hote stating that .. . ..
accumu ator isolation is only required when.the accumulator '

pressure is more than or at the maximu RCS pressure for the ;.:::
existing temperature, as allowed by-the P/T M11it curves..
This Note permits the accumulator discharge isolation valve
Surveillance to fbe performed only under these pressure and..
temperature conditions.

(continued)
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with two or more HPI pumps capable of e g 't -

RCS, RCS overpressurization is poss bl'e -.. ' *

To imiediately initiate action to restorerestrkted'coo a
input capability to the RCS reflects the' urgency of vng'-i
the RCS from this condition. i,,

Required Action 6.1 is modified by a Note that.permits twoj: :!z
charging pumps capable of RCS injection for s 15 minutes to~ ;
allow for pump swaps. ,

C1. D.1. and D.2
* I

An unisolated accumulator requires isolation within I hour.
This is only required when the accumulator pressure is 'at or
more than the maximum RCS pressure for the existing -

temperature allowed by the. P/T limit curves.

If isolation is needed and cannot be a'ccomplished in '.1.ourgi 4'
Required Action D.1 and Required'Actio'n D.2 provide two
options, either of which must 'be perfoiied i'n the'n
12 hours.: By increasing the RCS teperaiture to > 5
an accumulator pressure of (6003 psgtan'n'ot 'exceed 1 t (TOP
limits if the accumulators are fully injected. ,;`
Depressurizing the accumulators below the LTOP'limit from
the PTLR also gives this protection'.

. Z - -,. .I .

,j

.1,
'w., 4 --

.. -.

1. i� . .,.. . ,.

The Completion Times are based on operating experience that
these activities can be accomplished in'these time periods
and on engineering evaluations indicating that an event
requiring LTOP is not likely in the allowed times.-

In MODE 4 when any RCS cold leg temperature is L 5
with one required RCS relief valve inoperable, the RCS
relief valve must be restored to OPERABLE status within a
Completion Time of 7 days. Two RCS relief valves [in any
combination of the PORVS and the RHR suction relief valves]
are required to provide low temperature overpressure.
mitigation'while withstanding a single failure of an active
component.

(

(continued)
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RURVLLAINE NS R 3..16L& '(continued) .

The 72 hour FrequencyTisuconsiidered ade'quate n view of- v
other administrative controls available to the operitor3hn ,
the control room, such 'as valve 'position rindication,;that2-'.:.,..
verify that the PORV block valve remains open. ' . &fi ,

.SR 3.4.l,

Each required RJR suction relief valve shall be demonstratedi ,
OPERABLE by verifying its RHR suction valve and RHR suction -

isolation valve are open and by testing'it in accordance '
with the Inservice Testing Program. (Refer to SR'3.4.12.4
for the RHR suction valve Surveillance and for a'description
of the requirements of the Inservice Testing Program.) This +~;
Surveillance is only per'forued if the RHR suction relief
valve is being used to satisfy this LCO.

Every 31 days the RHR suction isolation valve is verified
locked open, with power to the valve operator removed, to
ensure that accidental closure will not occur. The Olocked
open' valve must be locally verifled in it%.open position'
with the manual actuator locked in its inactive position'.
The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, ls
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve'
operation, -and ensures correct valve position.

-' SR 3.4,12-8

Perfomance of a COT is required within 2 hours after
decreasing RCS temperature to S I2754 and every 31 days on
each required PORV to verify and, as necessary, adjust its
lift setpoint. The COT will verify the setpoint is within
the PTLR allowed maximum limits in the PTLR. PORY actuation
could depressurize the RCS and is not required.

The 12 hour Frequency considers the unlikelihood of-a iow
temperature overpressure event during this time.

A Note has been added indicating that this SR is required tobe met 12 hours after decreasing RCS cold leg temperature' to
I 271JtI The COT cannot be performed until in the LTOP

1 CB 3 |ODES when the PORY lift setpoint can be reduced to the LTOP

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the ECCS OPERABILITY requirements for <
the limiting Design'Basis Accident,' i large break LOCA, are'...
based on full power operation. Although reduced power wouldl=i
not require the same level'of performance, th':Iccident'
analysis does not provide for reduced cooling requirements'
in the lower MODES. The centrifugal charging pump
performance is based on a small break LOCA, which
establishes the pump performance curve and hasl'ess
dependence on power. The SI pump performance requirements
are based on a small break LOCA. MODE 2 and MODE 3
requirements are bounded by the MODE 1 analysis.

Z. Z'.' " -, 1.I: - 101 - - -- .
,-1 ..
.. -

. .7-..
I - .

. . .

This LCO is only applicable in MODE 3 and above. Below
MODE 3, the SI signal setpoint is manually bypassed by
operator control, and system functional requirements are
relixed as described in LCO 3.5.3, "ECCS-Shutdown.0

As indicated in Note'l, the flow path may be isolated f6r =

2 hours i, MODE 3, under controlled conditions, to perform
pressure isolation valve testing per SR 3.4.14.1. The flow _
path is readily restorable from the control room. *.* _ /

,As indicated in Note 2, operation in NODE 3:with ECCrt iwaThs t-' i.
f j'evmti1 c iV Aciared-inopereble- LCO 3.4.12,'"Low Temperiture.

rA~i ~ff n FOverpre s iotfon (LTOP) System,8 is necessary for
( t'( _plants with an LTOP arming temperature at or near the NODE 3

boundary temperature of 350F. LCO 3.4.12 requires ihat
certain pumps be rendered inoperable at and below the'LTOP
.A&.ngmPteA-eraure. When this teerature is at or near the

1W& % OWMUII-aJ SbmIUU 5, b1 I# VWU bU

inoperable pumps to OPERABLE statu t t

In MODES 5 and 6; plant conditions are such that the
probability of an event requiring ECCS injection is
extremely low. Core cooling requireents in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.4.7, RCS Loops-MODE S. Loops Filled,"
and LCO 3.4.8, RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled.*
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCD 3.'.5,
OResidual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation-High
Water Level,. and LCD 3.9.6, OResidual Heat Removal (RHR)
and Coolant Circulation-Low Water Level.*

I!

(continued)
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I

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) PRESSURE AND TEMpERATURE LIMITS.
REPORT (FLML (continued)

0_ totestin s wlii s heatup and cooldown rates shall be
establ shed and documented in the PTLR for the following:
(The individual specifications that address RCS pressure and
temperature limits must be referenced here.3

b. The analytical methods used to determine the RCS pressure
and temperature limits shall be those previously reviewed
and approved by the NRC, specifically those described in the
following documents: (Identify the NRC stiff approval
document by date.]

c. The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for each
reactor vessel fluence period and for any revision or
supplement thereto.

, :� .,I . : z ...
.... . . 1 1". -

. . . - , el-, . .
. . .
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Revlewers' Notes: The methodology for
limits for NRC approval 'should Include

the calculation of the P-T.
the following provisions:

1. The methodology shall describe how the neutron fluenceis
calculated '(reference new Regulatory Guide when issued).

2. The Reactor Vessel Material Surveillaince Program shall'.
comply with Appendix H to 10 CFR 50. . The reactor vessel.
material irradiation surveillance sptcimen removal schedule
shall be provided, along with how the specimen examinations
shall be used to update the PTLR curves.

3. Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System lift.
setting imits for the Power Operated Relief Valves (PORYs),
developed using NRC-approved methodologies may be Included
in the PTLR.

4. The adjusted reference temperature (ART) for each reactor
beltlne material shall be calculated, accounting for
radiation embrittlement, in accordance with Regulatory Guide
1.99, Revision 2.

5. The limiting ART shall be incorporated into the calculation
of the pressure and temperature limit curves in accordance
with NUREG-0800 Standard Review Plan 5.3.2, Pressure-
Temperature Limits. _
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